PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Stone Soap
NO-RINSE CLEANER FOR NATURAL STONE

ABOUT THIS PRODUCT
Stone Soap is an all natural, biodegradable, highly concentrated cleaner and
conditioner designed for daily cleaning and conditioning of all natural stone
surfaces. Stone Soap is safe and easy to use on marble, granite, limestone, travertine,
terrazzo, agglomerate, slate, unglazed ceramic, porcelain, terra cotta, satillo and
concrete. Regular use provides a dirt repellent barrier at the surface, prevents hard
water damage, brings out the natural color and brilliance of the stone, and improves
slip resistance on polished surfaces.

DIRECTIONS

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance: Clear-Cloudy
Yellow/Orange Liquid
Specific Gravity: 1.01

FOR DAMP MOPPING: Dilute Stone Soap at a dilution rate of 1 oz. per gallon with clean
water for light traffic areas, 2-3 ounces per gallon for moderate to heavy traffic areas.
Soak and wring mop and apply solution to the stone surface. Do not rinse or re-mop.
Re-wet and wring mop often to avoid re-depositing dirt to the surface. Change the
solution when it appears dirty. Best results will be achieved when buffed on polished
surfaces. Using white polishing pad with any speed equipment, always buff after
initial application of Stone Soap, then buff floor after every 4th application,
depending upon traffic and surface appearance.

Odor: Characteristic

NOTE: Best results are achieved when cotton mops are not used. Rayon blend mops
are recommended. On polished surfaces,

Ph (Conc.): 9-9.5

COVERAGE: 30,000−40,000 sq. ft. (2,787−3,716 sq. meters) per gallon.

Flash Point: >385°F (196°C)

FOR AUTOMATIC SCRUBBERS: Dilute Stone Soap at the rate of 1 ounce per gallon.
Adjust flow rate valve so that the solution wets the surface but does not flood surface.
Pass the scrubber over the floor in a manner that does not re-apply the solution onto
previously scrubbed areas. Drop, but do not lock the vacuum squeegee and turn
vacuum on. Use red or white buffing pad.

PACKAGING
4X1 gal, 5 gal, 55 gal

COVERAGE: 20,000−30,000 sq. ft. (1,858−2,787 sq. meters) per gallon.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

SCAN FOR SDS

Prevention: Wear eye protection/face protection. Response: If skin irritation occurs: Get
medical advice/attention. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes.
Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. Immediately call
a POISON CENTER/doctor/medical professional.
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